
Solange die Erde besteht, sollen nicht aufhören Aussaat und Ernte, Kälte und 
Hitze, Sommer und Winter, Tag und Nacht (Lutherbibel 1984). 
 
As long as the earth exists, seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, Summer and 
Winter, day and night shall not cease (Personal translation). 

 
—Gen. 8,22 

 
It truly is amazing what happens when the Word of God is spoken and heard 
on God’s terms, conditions, and specifications, and not our own. Here, a text is 
inseparable from its given context, and pretexts are eliminated. Here, 
predictability loses its luster (if it had any at all), with anticipation gaining 
allure; proven facts fail to inspire, but revealed truths captivate; platitudes grow 
more toxic by the day, while promises enliven. Here, the self-assured at least 
think twice; the objective actually dream; the banal are given pause. 
 
And then, the true challenge begins. In our anticipation, we begin observing 
patterns. In our truth-telling, we make reference to history. In our hope and joy, 
we offer simple truths for the hopeless to grasp.  Upon reflection, we find that 
we cannot do otherwise, which, in this life with God where God speaks and is 
heard on His terms, brings not profound disappointment but, rather, the 
greatest reward: the anticipation scintillates; truth blows you over; promises 
conquer death itself—even when destruction never escapes your sight, even 
when life finds itself in a perpetual state of recovery. 
 
The person and work of Jesus Christ, true God and true man, embodies 
(actually!) all of this, and we who are baptized in Christ thus embody this as 
well, which means nothing but conquest, scintillation, reward, pause, dreams, 
second thoughts, inspiration, allure, and sheer amazement—all to bring us 
through this vale of tears to Himself in heaven. 
 
. . . Teach us ever to remember that we do not live on bread alone in order that 
we may receive Your blessings with thanksgiving  
and Your Word with grateful hearts;  
 
through Jesus Christ, our Lord. 
 

        —Collect for Thanksgiving for Rain 
        Lutheran Service Book: Altar Book  
          (St. Louis: Concordia, 2006), 456 
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Summer and winter  
and springtime and harvest, 

Sun, moon, and stars  
in their courses above 

Join with all nature  
in manifold witness 

To Thy great faithfulness, 
mercy, and love. 

 
Pardon for sin  

and a peace that endureth, 
Thine own dear presence  

to cheer and to guide; 
Strength for today 

and bright hope for 
tomorrow, 

Blessings all mine,  
with ten thousand beside! 

 
—Great is Thy Faithfulness 

 stzs. 2-3 
Lutheran Service Book #809 
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Even Closer! 
 
As of this writing, within the past week, our Leipzig congregation has received 
written clarification concerning a couple of items that were deemed unclear to 
us in the latest contract draft. While we are currently assessing all details as 
they currently present themselves in both the contract and the written 
clarification, it appears that all things are satisfactory and in order to both 
parties, and that signatures will soon be in order—hopefully by the end of the 
calendar year! Signing the contract would mean that we would then be able to 
begin the few renovation projects in view, in order to prepare and position 
ourselves for our promising future work in the name of Jesus—not the least of 
which is the organ renovation, a crucial aspect to my work here, for which I’ve 
been waiting! 
 
In the meantime, we’ve already acquired a healthy choral recital series schedule 
for 2015, and we’re currently in the process of attending to many more minute 
details pertaining to coordination and communication. We’ve even received 
unsolicited requests to hold recitals in Lukaskirche, which is wonderful. 
 
I’ll be on tour to Russia in the next month for recitals, masterclasses, and 
meetings. Initiatives on this front are continue, enhancing, and advancing! 
 

Elizabeth’s Ecke 
 
After spending three weeks in the hospital with Matthias, as well as all the 
before and after care his condition requires, combined with my pregnancy 
doctor’s visits, etc., I’ve had a lot of catching up to do on my duties. I am 
thankful for a wonderful supervisor, Rick Steenbock (Communications and 
Projects Manager for Eurasia) and our Regional Director, Rev. Tony Booker, 
who have both been enormously helpful, loving and patient during this time. 
The love in Christ which they have shown me – Rick as my supervisor, but 
also as a friend and fellow child of God, and Rev. Booker in a pastoral capacity 
and as an advocate – has been a huge blessing and a reminder of all the ways 
in which we are cared for by the many people who support us from family to 
friends to supporters to staff in the International Center. Thank you all! 
 
Matthias is doing well and is scheduled for his follow-up MRI on January 16. 
Until then, he continues his antibiotics. On December 22, I was diagnosed 
with gestational diabetes. It’s a disappointment, but not unexpected as I had it 
with both Thomas and Matthias. Your prayers are appreciated. I would like to 
control it with diet and exercise and avoid medications (and I’ll miss Kuchen).  
 
The big project now that I am back has been working toward more blog posts 
and Facebook posts, as well as continuing the devotions. A main component 
of that has been the return of our Season in Song blog features where a 
missionary chooses a hymn from the current Season. Last year we did Advent 
and Lent; this year we are doing Christmas and Easter. All three Christmas 
videos will be up by December 23, thanks in most part to Rick Steenbock and 
my husband. (Click above to see one of them, then stay at the Blog to view the 
other two). We have had a lot of good response to the first two so far, and they 
were also shared more widely by the LCMS main Facebook page. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

http://eurasiablog.lcms.org/eurasia-blog-wednesday-devotion-are-you-the-one/
http://eurasiablog.lcms.org/season-in-song-christmas-2014-what-child-is-this/


 

May God in Christ through the Spirit bless you now and forever.  

 

 

 

Gesegnet in der Geschäftigkeit 
 
This past Advent and Christmas in Germany has been a wonderful learning 
experience for all of us, primarily revolving around the fact that we are now an 
elementary school family with a child in a Christian school pedagogically-
oriented around musical performance. This means that Thomas is involved in 
at least two Krippenspiels (manger plays) and their rehearsals, along with 
specials events and services at Thomaskirche. For us, Advent and Christmas is 
collectively a truly busy time, but in a truly good way. That being said, we think 
that, next year, we will likely not opt for the optional activities! 
 
At this point, there is normally a little man inside our heads (put there by 
moralistic cultural conditioning in direct response to commercialistic activity), 
which admonishes us to “just stop” and “take time out,” as if Advent and 
Christmas together is only busy because we make it that way, and that we do 
all of this to ourselves, to the detriment of things like “family time,” devotional 
life, and various other concerted activities. Then, we’re reminded by the 
Gospels that the Christ child (and the entire pregnancy thereof) came in the 
midst of 1) a census of the entire Roman world (and everything that that 
entails), which occurred concurrently with 2) a planned wedding that God 
Himself made exponentially more complicated, all of which occurred during 3) 
the reign of a tyrant king bent on infanticide, which resulted in a temporary 
move 400-500 miles away—all of which does not exactly translate into a 
tranquil experience. This busyness came at the hand of God, and is part and 
parcel of our very salvation and its working itself out in this world. It’s the 
perfect situation for promise-trusting, which is the perfect antidote to 
moralistic admonishments. In light of this, when it comes to Advent and 
Christmas, we truly wouldn’t want it any other way! 

To support our work financially, you may send a tax-deductible gift to:  

The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod or Mission Central 
P.O. Box 790089 40718 Highway E 16 
St. Louis, MO 63179-0089 Mapleton, IA  51034 

Make checks payable to The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod. Mark checks 
“Ahlman-Germany.” Gifts can also be given securely online through the LCMS 
website, on my online giving page at www.lcms.org/ahlman. 

 

Let Us Pray . . . 

 For an increase of the 
preaching, hearing, and 
clinging to the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ; 

 For an increase of lawful 
government in the world, and 
of individual and collective 
responsibility among the 
citizenry and public servants; 

 For sanity in public discourse 
and action; 

 For patience in the midst of 
hope; 

 In thanksgiving for God’s 
directive hand with the 
Lukaskirche project; 

 For optimum health during 
Elizabeth’s pregnancy; 

 For continued support of 
LCMS Missionaries 
throughout the world 
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